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As in [1], F denotes the simple group of order 2U 36 56 7 11 19. F is
popularly called F 5 as it appears in the centralizer of an element of order 5 of the
so called "Monster."

The simple group F has been constructed by S. Norton [2] and the auto-
morphism group of it has also been determined by him. From his construction
of F it can be seen that F has an outer automorphism of order 2.

In this note, we shall give an alternate proof of the fact that | Aut(JP): F \ < 2.
We also show that the Schur multiplier of F is trivial.

Theorem A | Aut(F): F \ =2 and H\F, C*)=0.

By [1, Proposition 2.13], F contains a subgroup Fo isomorphic to the alternat-
ing group Ai2 of degree 12. It is easy to see the following:

L e m m a 1. Fo is maximal in F. Every subgroup of F isomorphic to Fo is

conjugate in F to Fo.

Proof of the first part of Theorem A. Suppose that |Aut(.F): F\>2.
Then there exists an element αGAut(i^) of order p, p a prime, such that CF(a)
D F 0 . Let x be an element of F0^A12 of type (12345). Then by [1, Lemma
2.17], CF(x)^Z5x U3(S). Since no element of Aut(C73(5))* centralizes a subgroup
of t/3(5) isomorphic to A7, <CF(x), α > ^ < α > x Z 5 x t/3(5). Hence by the maxi-
mality of Fo, [F9 α ] = l . This contradiction shows that | Aut(.F): F\ < 2 .

Proof of the second part of Theorem A. Let m(F) be the order of the Schur
multiplier of F. We denote by mp(F) the ̂ >-ρart of m(F). F will denote a central
extension of F. For a subgroup A of F, A will denote the inverse image of A
i n F .

Lemma 2. m^F)^ 1.

Proof. Let F be a group such that FfZ{F)^F and Z(F)^Z2. F contains
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an involution 2A such that 2A^CF(2A)' is the double cover of Higman-Sims
group. As the Schur multiplier of Higman-Sims group is of order 2, 2A lifts to
an involution of F. As 2A is conjugate to (12) (34) of F0^A12, F0^Z2xA12.
This implies that the involution 25~(12) (34) (56) (78) also lifts to an involution
in F. If ϊ is an involution of Z(F), we have shown that ϊ is not a square in F.

Let M=CF(2B) and R=O2(M). Then MIR^ASZ2) R is an extra special group

of order 29 and all elements of R of order 4 are conjugate in M [1, Lemma 2.9].

Hence Φ{R) does not contain i. Hence R=^^iyx Rι where R^R. Let 3B be

an element of order 3 in M which acts fixed-point-free on RjZ{R) [1, Lemma 2.8,

3B=σι], Then CM(3B)^Z3χSL(2, 5) [1, Lemma 2.15]. We may take Rλ=

[Ry 3 J . If 3B is an element of order 3 in CM{3B)
f, then 35~3i? in M. Hence

R1=[Ry 3B] and so R1<\M. As CF(3β) is an extension of an extra special group

of order 35 by SL(2, 5) [1, Lemma 2.16], we conclude that CF{3B)IO{CFQ>B))Z(R^

^Z2χA5. A similar isomorphism holds for CF(3B). Hence

A5xA5. As \M: M ' | = 2 , Γ$M'. Hence m2(F)=:l.

Lemma 3. m3(F)= 1.

Proof. Let F be a group such that F/Z(F)^F and |Z(^) | = 3 . Let A be
a subgroup of F0^A12 which corresponds to <(123), (456), (789), (10, 11, 12)>.
Using CF((ί23))^Z,xA9^A12 and the fusion (123)~(123) (456)~(123) (456)
(789) (10, 11, 12), we can compute that NF(A)/A is a group of order 27 32. In
particular, NF(A) contains a Sylow 3-subgrouρ of F. As F0^Z3χA12, A is
elementary of order 35. Let 2 be an involution of Fo which maps onto (12) (45)
(78) (10, 11). Then z inverts A. Further z~2B in F. We have that CA(2)=

Z(F) and i V ^ ) = [ J , S\ (CF(z)ΠNF(A)). By the structure of CF(z)^CF{2B)

we obtain that Sylow 3-subgroups of CF(z) Γl NF(A) are elementary of order 33.

Hence Z(F) <EFf. Thus m3(F)= 1.

Lemma 4. m5(F) = 1.

Proof. Let F be a group with FjZ(F)^F and | Z ( F ) | = 5 . A Sylow 5-
subgroup *S of F is described as follows:

S = <#, α, yS, 7, θ, %>

z5 = a5 = β5 = y5 = 3 5 = X5 = 1 ,

[α, i8] = [α, γ] = [α, 9] = [7, /9] = ar,

[α,%] = A [yS,%] = 7, [7,%] = 9,

with all the other commutators of pairs of generators being trivial. We have that
<#, ay β, 7, dy is an extra special group of order 55. We can also check that all
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elements of F = O , 8>* are conjugate in F and NF(V)/CF(V)^SL(2y 5)*Z4, CF(V)
=<*, β, 7, θ, %>. We have that V=Z(CF(V)) and CF(V)j Vis a nonabelian group
of order 53. The SL(2,5) acts faithfully on CF(V)jV. If V is nonabelian, then

CV(F)=F*C^(f). Clearly then Z(CF(V))Z)V. Hence F is elementary and

P=Z(CV(J?)). Let 2 be an involution of N7V)'. Then 0 ( 2 ) = ^ ) and

P, V]<\N7y). As C3θ/P» Kl is of class 2, Z{F)mCFψ)\ Hence

iVF( F)' This implies that w5(F)= 1.
As tn7(F)=mn(F)=m19(F)=ly this completes the proof of the theorem.
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